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Born in 1907 in Aston, Michigan, and hailing from
ecosta County, Floyd Swem moved to Florida in the fall
1974. Prior to his arrival on the St. Petersburg Shuffle-

d Scene, Floyd taught physics and math in Evart,
.gan. This training brings a clarity to this book rarely
d in other writings.

An interest in shuffling led Floyd to join the Lealman
S"iuffleboard Club (in St, Pete). First he became involved

team play, then competition play and finally he was cap-
. . g the Lealman Friendship Team. He won several
phies while trying to sharpen his game but was puzzled
t there were practically no books in the local library on
finer points of the game. Since he needed a copy of such

book himself, he decided to write the book so others
rested in the sport would have a more complete

erence.
Floyd was helped greatly by the writings of the late Colo-
P.C. Bullard, a St Petersburg Times columnist Bul-
s columns were quietly gathering dust in the periodical

of the St, Pete Public Library. These columns
e a great source of information and inspiration for

- book. This information, coupled with Floyd's practical

and reading whatever shuffleboard books were available,
led to two years writing and research before a manuscript
was delivered to the Great Outdoors Publishing Co.

The future of shuffleboard looks promising. In Florida
alone, 5,000 new members a year are added to the rolls of
shuffleboard clubs. Northern States are forming clubs for
indoor play the year 'round Ohio has one large club that
rivals Florida's largest The Japanese have discovered
shuffleboard and are building elaborate courts atop Tokyo
apartment complexes. It is no longer a sport for sunbelt
retirees but truly an international sport

Shuffleboard is a sport for everyone, young or old, it re-
quires no great physical strength yet it is a game of skill and
strategy. It is played in a spirit of fellowship that lies some-
where between the excitement found in an amateur volley-
ball game and the intense concentration and comraderie
found among a golfing foursome. It is as sociable as bridge,
requires a chess player's attention to strategy and a knowl-
edge of Newton's laws of motion can be helpful when try-
ing to understand those capricious discs.
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Shuffleboard came to the United States in 1913 at Daytona Beach, Florida where it was played on hard packed sand with wooden discs.
The next courts-concrete ones-were built in 1923 in St. Petersburg, Florida. Shown above, these courts have been in constant use ever
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Few people outside the retirement communi-
s of the United States have a first-hand
wledge of shuffleboard, and, consequently,

- re are several general misconceptions about
game.
To the uninitiated the game appears to be
ply a matter of pushing some discs out upon
coring diagram and counting the scores. But
huffleboard consisted of no more strategy
a game of darts, it would never have re-

o -ed the enthusiastic support that it has enjoyed
ughout the years.

Another mistaken notion is that shuffleboard
a game for only the retired group. Though it
an ideal recreation for many retired people,

- is a game of strategy and skill that should
eal to anyone. It is also an aggressive game,
that should appeal to younger people. Be-
e there is no premium on extraordinary
ngth and endurance, it is a game that all

es and ages can enjoy together. And iinally,
a game in which two or many can partici-
and enjoy at the same time. It is, indeed,

zame for everyone.
It is unfortunate that the game has become so
ely associated in the public mind with re-
ment centers, as this attitude has caused
game to receive less than its deserved at-
ion. The reaction of almost every person
discovers this game is "What a shame I
t learn about it years ago!"

While a game of shuffleboard with several
ds is a pleasant way to spend a few hours,
of the pure excitement of the game comes
league play. In the retirement communities

re are highly organized groups who play at
once a week with outside teams, while

cizrmg the remainder of the week, their schedules
for various kinds of local games. At the

of the shuffling season each spring, most
e local leagues sponsor a series of exciting

::t::rIwnents; and on the district, state, and
o nal levels, tournaments are played off at

als throughout the year.

No doubt, somewhat the same kind of activity
could be pursued in established communities,
where groups in several near-by villages, or
several groups within a city could organize
shuffleboard clubs, which could then form a
league. The chief requirement for success in a
venture of this kind would be a few enthusiastic
proponents who have a basic knowledge of the
game. And a committee would be needed-a
committee comprised of interested persons who
are willing to keep the courts in playing condi-
tion, to recruit new players, and to help the
players develop the skills that are needed to
play the game. The more players there are,
the more fun there will be; also, the more
players, the greater is the need for organiza-
tion.

One reason that many of the shuffleboard
courts that have been constructed in public parks
have been a disappointment is that the courts
have not- been properly maintained; another
reason is that the well-meaning people who
initiated the projects often lacked a real under-
standing of the game.

The first shuffleboard club in America was
organized at St. Petersburg, Florida in 1924.
League and tournament shuffleboard, as de-
veloped since that date in various sections of
the United States, has produced a game of pre-
cision and skill, and something unique in sports.
In one sense, the game has graduated from the
simple fun and entertainment category and has
entered a phase of serious competition.

The change has been good for everyone in-
volved. While two, three, or four players can
still engage in their fun games and laugh at the
crazy things those capricious discs do, the field
of competitive sports that has been opened to
the shuffleboard set has brought a new dimen-
sion to the game.

Shuffleboard, today, is played under a variety
of conditions. It is played indoors in sound-
proofed halls on terrazzo courts almost as fast
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as light. (Slight exaggeration.) It is played out-
doors on well-maintained courts with waxed or
beaded surfaces, which are also fast. It is played
on well- maintained courts that drift and chal-
lenge a player's ingenuity and patience. It is
also played on slow, poorly-maintained courts,
which causes the game to become more work
than play.

The player who understands the nature of the
game realizes that, though his plays are affected
by an uncertain amount of chance, a thorough
understanding of the game will reduce substan-
tially the adverse effects. A serious player,
therefore, will grasp at any principle that will
give him even a slight edge over his opponent.
But the beginning player is seldom aware of
the many fine points that the experienced players
work into their games. The reasoning behind
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many of the plays is subtle and is not immedi-
ately discernible to a newcomer. Indeed, om
might play the game for years without discover-
ing the excellent thinking that underlies the
strategies and the techniques. This happens all
the time.

On the following pages the subject of shuffle-
board is presented with the needs of the begin-
ning player in mind, but this, by no means.
suggests that the treatment of the materia:
therein is superficial. Every person who be-
comes interested in the game will want to knov
the principles that the advanced players use
This- work provides that information, and tc
make the work worth the reading, it had to be
comprehensive. It is hoped that the many detai ls
of the game have been presented with suffi cierr
clarity to hold the reader's interest.
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